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                                                    Girls Rock STEM  

 

 

 I am very interested to learn how to fully integrate STEM into my classroom and school. This 

session was presented by some teachers from a high-needs sub-urban Middle school from New 

York state and they shared with us how they prepared to have a STEM day for girls, all the steps 

they took and the results of their work. Integrating community and parents was essential. 

Preparation was needed months ahead and it consisted in: 

• Advertising in advance 
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• Finding supplies and sponsors 

• Finding speakers among colleagues, local museums, parents, friends. 

• T-shirt for the girls 

• Workshops: rat dissection, science of mozzarella, chemistry of make-up, strawberry DNA, 

forensics, flight simulator, etc.  

The lunch was included and the boys were also included in helping out. The idea of this STEM 

day for girls was to increase the female involvement in science.  
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           Earth Match: Making Earth Science Culturally Relevant  

I attended this session because I am interested to be an active teacher in having classrooms that 

are culturally sensitive. I want to teach lessons that are culturally relevant to all of my students.  

This session was about using technology through website that already exist (like cosmosquest.com, 

and other NASA websites for education, like climate.nasa.org)  

The cards in the image are covering landmarks from all over the world and are used for observation 

and inference.  
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Teaching Life Science Through STEM Integration: An Eco Systems Project  

 

 

This session was kept by an instructor from Perdue University who was a previous teacher and 

now was developing STEM lessons as art of PULSE Project. Those lessons are socially relevant 

to students and to real world problems. We went over a unit plan and did the activity at the end. 

The real-world problem was the residue in the water systems after floods. The design of the 

lesson had eight steps: explore, sketch, built, refine, learn, pick, try, share.  


